The Voyager Guidance System is the revolutionary smart system that’s like having
a packaging-expert built into your stretch wrapper. The pattern creation system can
take any wrapping standard to create a pattern, or will build one from the ground-up
based on your load’s properties.
The system automatically adapts to wrap any
load using any stretch film while maintaining
the correct overall load holding force to keep
products safe. The system actively monitors
film properties and adapts as needed so that
savings and safety are always optimized.
Highlight has over 25 years experience
developing better tools for stretch wrapping
and understanding product protection. The Voyager Guidance System
is the newest innovation from Highlight, using intelligent technology to
combine film application and load containment for maximum productivity.

Guidance System Shown on Synergy 4
Other Machines Available

HIGHLIGHTS
»» Auto-Force: the self-correcting film delivery system maintains controlled and consistent
wrapping force
»» Wrap Pattern Creation assistance: the system will create customized wrapping patterns
based on your products and how they will be shipped
»» Film Monitoring: if the stretch film changes so does load security. Voyager monitors crucial properties and adapts to new or problematic films
ALL SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

STOP GUESSING AND START WRAPPING WITH THE VOYAGER GUIDANCE SYSTEM
12 Lbs of Force
8 Lbs of Force
12 Lbs of Force

What if I don’t know what
containment force I should use?

Voyager has an Automatic Wrap Pattern Creator that
will recommend a containment force and wrapping
pattevrn based on real-world info about your load such
as weight, height, and distance travelled. Professionals
have relied on these calculations for years using
Highlight’s Stretch Tools app.

What if I don’t know what film
force I should be using?

Voyager analyzes the film strength and sets
the optimal film force automatically to maximize
safety and savings.

What if my film changes?
Voyager tracks film performance with every load wrapped. If
your film changes, Voyager will adapt to the proper film force
settings and adjust the wrap pattern to maintain a consistent
containment force.

What if my loads should be wrapped
differently from each other?
Voyager allows you to create a separate wrapping pattern
for each of your loads. Once a pattern is created it is
saved to be used the next time that load is wrapped. Each
pattern will maintain its own optimal containment force and
film settings until you decide to make a change.

What if I want to adjust settings
manually?
Any of the automatic labor-savings and monitoring
systems can be enabled or disabled so you always
have the level of control you want.
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